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For centuries, the publishing industry has kept authors and readers apart

● Publishers rely on intermediaries to reach readers and have no direct customer data

● Publishers can’t directly monetise the fanbases authors are building online

● Authors often have to give up creative control to their publisher

● Readers have no say in what gets published

Problem:

Bringing authors and readers together online while safeguarding the integrity of traditional 

publishing expertise

● Owns the direct customer relationship between authors and readers via proprietary 

platform

● Used 7 years of data to build machine learning tool that predicts the value of 

author’s networks

● Authors can sell a range of merchandise, experiences and events to online fanbases 

directly via unbound.com

● Authors retain creative control while readers choose what is published and can 

finally buy more than a book from their favourite authors

Solution:

Unbound is a crowdfunding 
marketplace that uses data 
science to revolutionise and 
increase the value of the global 
publishing industry.

We liberate great ideas, ensure 
the creative freedom of authors 
and connect them with 
passionate readers all over the 
world.



The Unbound Team

Dan Kieran
Co-Founder / CEO

John Mitchinson
Co-Founder / Chief Publishing Officer

Justin Pollard
Co-Founder / Commissioning Editor

● Called a “true disruptor” by Sir Richard 
Branson for his work on Unbound

● Author, 13 books, incl. Sunday Times 
Bestseller, Crap Towns

● Michael Acton Smith, co-founder of the Calm 
app, described Dan’s latest book The 
Surfboard as ‘a must-read for all tech CEOs’.

● Co-founded QI & co-wrote 10 bestselling 
QI books, including The Book of General 
Ignorance which sold over a million copies

● Publisher of best-selling books by The 
Beatles, Haruki Murakami & Richard Ford

● Waterstone’s first ever Marketing Director

● Author, 9 books (incl. Wonders of the 
Ancient World & Seven Ages of Britain)

● Historian/consultant for film/TV (Pirates 
of the Caribbean, Atonement, 
Elizabeth, Vikings, QI)



200k users from 195 
countries have pledged 

£7m+ to fund 436 books
Includes bestsellers like Letters of Note and The Good Immigrant

50% Profit
from every book published

Selling Rights
For international publishing, 

film and TV

Product and Monetisation



We’ve built a machine learning 
tool to predict revenue. It can 
also identify authors & would-be 
authors with ideas that could be 
the basis of high value books.

Working in real time, the tool is 
increasing in strength and 
accuracy. Unbound could be the 
global platform for anyone who 
wants to mobilise, monetise or 
meaningfully engage their super 
fans.

AI and Machine Learning Hardcastle Case Study / Advanced Tracking

In June 2018 we launched Dan Hardcastle’s Fuck Yeah Video Games campaign.

Dan had been turned down by traditional publishers because his 2.6m YouTube audience was considered too small. He told 

fans about his Unbound book raise via his YouTube channel.

Now it’s 1877% funded. We raised over £100k in one day (compared to £5-15k avg.)

Machine learning also helps us to identify the virality of an idea, so even if someone’s network isn't large enough to fund a 

book alone, the idea may have enough traction to make it a success.

We only needed £14k to cover production costs but the book will bring in over £300k incl VAT.



Hardcastle Case Study / Advanced Tracking

Each author dashboard shows detailed pledge analysis. 80% of pledges were above the bookshop price of £12.99. The fan who 

wants to spent £2,500 via Unbound could ONLY spend £12.99 in a bookshop via the traditional publishing business model.

Rather than trying to usher Dan’s 9k superfans into a shop and only offering them a book, we locate and monetise them directly 

online and give them the chance to buy what they want.

The author dashboard also shows the origin 

of all revenue.

The first spike shows when Dan mentioned 

the book on YouTube.

The second is when he posted a video telling 

his fans to pledge to get their name printed 

in the back before it went to print.



Hardcastle Case Study / Advanced Tracking

We can even track how much money an individual tweet generated.

Two of our tweets generated 80 pledges and brought in £2k in one day – Unbounders 

often back a project even if they’re not natural fans of the author.

Hardcastle Case Study / Data Science

Our machine learning tool predicts with increasing accuracy the amount we’d raise through 

crowdfunding in advance, allowing for a data driven acquisition decision on each project.

While Unbound is a direct to consumer platform, our tool is potentially game changing for industries 

that rely on partial sales data via intermediaries.

Our bespoke interface means you don’t have to be a data scientist to analyse our dataset. You can make 

a business decision by simply inputting a range of data points (not all shown here).

The results are then displayed as a graph like this:



US publishing market 
valued at $26bn in 2017

$26bn

20% of Unbound book 
sales already go to US

UK publishing industry 
grew to £5.7bn in 2017 

£5.7bn

With 5% income rise

UK is world’s #1 book 
exporter. 

#1

Export income rose 8% to 
£3.4bn in 2017 (60% of 

total revenues)

Market



Award-winning publishing platform, 
strong growth. Machine learning 

tool built from 7+ years’ 
transactional data from 200k users

Average Unbound pledge in 2018 

Non-fiction = 9 x higher
Fiction = 12 x higher

Tool is de-risking commissioning, 
increasing profitability, and offers 

cross-sector monetisation 
opportunities

£4.37
£3.27

£40 £40

Competition and USP



No direct competition. 
Would be incredibly hard to replicate the Unbound model.

Barriers/IP



Officially launch in US
Make initial US hires of people who better 

understand US publishing market and culture

US hires will be able to onboard many more US 
authors and readers

Evolve machine learning tool
Make compatible with any social network

Continue growth and bring authors and readers together 
all over the world

Funding History, Ask, and Use of Funds

£1,000,000
Minimum Raise size

£2,000,000
Maximum Raise size

£16.16m
Valuation (post money)

£



Finances (Including traction)



The impact of Unbound and our authors

7 awards won to date, including:

2016 PEN Ackerley Prize 
(Alice Jolly, Dead Babies and Seaside Towns)
2014 Longlisted for the Man Booker Prize 

(Paul Kingsnorth, The Wake)
2014 Futurebook Award, Best Publishing Website

2011 Futurebook Award, Digital Innovation

Finances

Opportunity to 
scale platform by 

allowing 
publishers to 

monetise IP at 
range of price 

points

Machine learning 
generating interest 

from IP owners 
from Bloomsbury 

to small 
independent 

publishers

20% of sales 
already go to US – 

US bookshop 
distribution 

already 
established



Testimonials

“Writers tend to be very isolated and Unbound is a way of getting them out of 
their caves and enabling them to talk to readers – the people that matter.”

– Alice Jolly - Unbound author, Winner, Pen Ackerley Prize 2016.

“I find it very rewarding helping authors to get published on Unbound because 
some authors wouldn’t get a deal. It’s a great feeling when you open a book that 

you’ve pledged for and you see your name in the back in print.”

– John Crawford - Supporter of over 100 Unbound books so far.

“The fact they were going into a sector that hadn’t been changed for a significant 
number of years… and the vision of the team – of how they wanted to work on 
the side of authors and be data-driven – was very exciting to us.”

– Kerry Baldwin - Investor, Partner at IQ Capital.



Become most innovative 
publishing force in the world

Evolve machine learning tool 
– assess value of all major 

social networks

Vision



Exit

Traditional publishers 
(PRH, Bonnier, Hachette, 

HarperCollins, Macmillan)

Online marketplaces 
(Amazon, Google)



Contact Unbound

Dan Kieran

dan@unbound.com
07900 880380
www.unbound.com


